
Statement By Dr. Calvin Mackie, Founder and
President of STEM Global Action: No More
Lost (Black & Brown) Einsteins

All Children Must Have Opportunities to

Flourish and be Our Future STEM

Leaders.    Disparities in Education Rob

Black & Brown Children of Their Futures.

NEW ORLEANS, LA, UNITED STATES,

December 16, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- “I applaud the

National Academies of Sciences,

Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) for

recognizing that a devastating lack of educational investments and resources in communities of

color is contributing significantly to the creation of a wave of “Lost Einsteins.” Too many gifted

and high achieving Black & Brown students throughout the country are not nurtured and
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therefore their talents and potential contributions to our

nation’s competitiveness are being wasted.

“Citing a study published in The Quarterly Journal of

Economics, NASEM’s Issues in Science and Technology

magazine says that many students start out as “gifted” and

“high achievers,” but due to a lack of local investment in

low-income school districts and access to resources like

computers, afterschool STEM programs, and mentors,

these students become the “Lost Einsteins.” The magazine

adds that the study’s researchers found that the

innovation potential of the United States would increase

four times over “if women, minorities, and children from

lower-income families became inventors at the same rate as white men from high-income …

families.” The magazine concludes: “This striking finding shows both the ethical and economic

urgency of providing these individuals with the resources, support, and opportunities necessary

to join and contribute to the domestic STEM workforce.”

This is an acknowledgement that the disparities in education are robbing Black & Brown children

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/134/2/647/5218522
https://issues.org/cultivating-stem-talent-begins-at-home-ochoa-mccrary/
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of their futures.  It must end. No more Lost

Einsteins. 

This must be a Call to Action for government,

private sector and philanthropy, as well as

parents, to fill in the gaps so all children can have

a quality education.  In particular, we believe that

an emphasis must be placed on science,

technology, engineering and math (STEM)

education. This is where the quality careers will be

in future, the types of jobs that can support

families and strengthen communities. Further, we

need parents to become more engaged. They

must demand that schools provide their children

with the tools and resources to succeed and

parents must provide the guidance and

environment at home that encourages children to

strive for academic success.     

Now is the time to act. America is losing ground in

the competitive world marketplace. Our nation

can no longer be selective on who will be a genius inventor or future STEM leader.  We need

everyone who can be, to be. And that means cultivating all our children and nurturing them."

###

ABOUT STEM GLOBAL ACTION

In 2013, Dr. Calvin Mackie founded STEM NOLA, a New Orleans-based, non-profit committed to

expanding STEM education, particularly in communities of color. His goal is to make STEM

education available in ALL communities. In July 2021, Dr. Mackie, a former engineering professor

at Tulane University, launched STEM Global Action, a campaign and network of affiliates that

pursues STEM education for children, parents and communities.  His initiatives have impacted

more than 100,000 students, 20,000 families and 5,000 schools across the U.S., and in five

countries. Dr. Mackie, who holds a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics from Morehouse College,

as well as a Bachelor’s, Master’s and Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering from Georgia Tech, also

hosts the Let’s Talk STEM with Dr. Calvin Mackie podcast series

(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_UPXIrgkzwsXFiefgOpgYlUNzD-T3iaw ). It features

interviews with guests from all aspects of STEM – entrepreneurs, educators, corporate leaders,

students – who talk about the importance of STEM in their lives today.

https://stemglobalaction.com/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_UPXIrgkzwsXFiefgOpgYlUNzD-T3iaw


Dr. Calvin Mackie and student build a

robot at  STEM NOLA session, where K-12

students learn STEM skills and activities at

churches, schools and community centers

right in their own neighborhoods..
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